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How customer and investor loyalty based theories of ES account for the stock price
prope�ies.

For quite some time now, practitioners have taken the view that ESG activities create value for �rms and their

shareholders, and the academic literature has shown a positive association between ESG and �nancial pe�ormance.

This paper addresses the empirical

challenge by positing that the COVID-19 pandemic is an exogenous shock that allows us to study the causal link from

ESG to �nancial pe�ormance.

 

Albuquerque, Koskinen, and Zhang (2019) present a model where �rms invest in ESG policies as a product

di�erentiation strategy. The bene�t of this strategy is a more loyal customer base and a lower price-elasticity of

demand for their products. A less price-elastic demand gives the �rm the ability to charge higher prices and have

higher pro�t margins. If the COVID-19 shock a�ects consumer demand, customer loyalty for ESG �rms is hypothesized

to bene�t ESG �rms’ stock pe�ormance and resiliency.

 

The literature on sustainable and responsible investments provides another hypothesis that If the COVID-19 shock

a�ects an investor’s attitude toward risk, with many investors selling their holdings, ESG investors are more resilient
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The emergence of the COVID-19 is more sudden and unpredictable, it cause a crash

in stock market since the �rms had ve� limited ability to respond in a timely fashion.

The current crisis originated out of public health concerns, that is exogenous to the

economy. So there will be no �nancial trust issues in the research.

In their paper studying the Great Recession of 2008–2009, Lins, Se�aes, and Tamayo (2017) show

that U.S. non-�nancial �rms with high ES ratings had better �nancial pe�ormance than other �rms.

In this paper, the author focus on COVID-19, another crisis with many di�erences from the Great

Recession but equally serious.

Why COVID-19
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The study collect daily stock returns from

Capital IQ No�h America Daily for the �rst

qua�er of 2020 and CRSP from 2017 to

2019. The CAPM beta is estimated using

daily returns from 2017 and 2019, and the

S&P 500 as the market index.

Stock

We measure institutional ownership using

Thomson Reuters’ 13F database while the

Investors’ ES preference is estimated using

institutional investors’ equity holdings,

following recent studies. And then  construct a

�rm-level investor ES measure based on

institutional investors revealed preferences

Institutional ownership

Accounting data for 2019 are obtained

from Compustat and are used to

construct control variables. We winsorize

all accounting variables at the 1% level in

each tail

Accounting data

Main data source on �rms’ ES pe�ormance

is Thomson Reuters’ Re�nitiv ESG database.

The scores are based on the relative

pe�ormance and

materiality of ESG factors within the �rm’s

sector (for E and S) and count� (for G), we

omit the governance score.

ESG score

data sourse

Data
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 The unit of obse�ation is �rm i during the �rst qua�er of 2020. The dependent variables: qua�erly abnormal returns,

return volatility (total and idiosyncratic volatility), and operating pe�ormance (measured by return on assets, operating

pro�t margin, and asset turnover).

 

The independent variable of interest, ES, is the environmental and social rating of �rm i in 2018. For stock return and

volatility regressions, we control for Tobin’s q, Size, Cash, Leverage, Return on equity, Adve�ising, Historical volatility, and

Dividend yield of �rm i in 2019, and use ordina� least squares. For operating pe�ormance regressions, we control for Tobin’s

q, Cash, and Leverage of �rm i in 2019, and use median regressions. We run regression speci�cations with and without

indust� �xed e�ects based on the Fama and French 12 indust� of �rm i.

 

The e�ect of ES ratings on stock returns is signi�cant at the 5% level, even after controlling for all the variables. Firms with

high Tobin’s q, larger �rms, �rms with high cash, �rms with lower leverage, �rms with lower historical volatility, and �rms with

lower dividends all pe�orm better.

Model
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The two dependent variables we study are daily abnormal returns and daily return volatility (measured by daily price

range) of �rm i on day t during the �rst qua�er of 2020.
 

ES_treatment is a dummy variable that equals one for �rm i if its ES rating is ranked in the top qua�ile in 2018, and zero

otherwise. Post_COVID equals one from Februa� 24 to March 31, 2020, and zero before this period. Post_�scal equals

one from March 18 to March 31, 2020, and zero before this period. We include �rm and day �xed e�ects to control for

any other unobse�able e�ects, and cluster the standard errors by �rm and day.The coe�cient on the �rst interaction

term (ß1) captures the causal e�ect of ES policies on stock pe�ormance during the crisis, whereas the coe�cient on the

second interaction term (ß2) re�ects the additional e�ect during the second period when we expect the ES e�ect on

stock returns to be weakened by aggressive �scal and moneta� inte�entions.
 

The results show that the coe�cient associated with the interaction between Post_COVID and ES_treatment is positive

and signi�cant at the 1% level.

Model
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03 Authors study two mechanisms that can
potentially explain the resiliency of �rms with high
ES ratings: customer loyalty and investor
segmentation.

02 Here, authors also conduct a somewhat
prelimina� look at accounting pe�ormance
metrics as they respond to the COVID-19
pandemic.
 

01 Toward the resiliency hypothesis of ES �rms,
authors  provide evidence of how the volatility of
stock returns varies with ES ratings in the cross
section.
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When it comes to the accounting

pe�ormance research, the dependent

variables are the qua�erly changes of

return on assets, operating pro�t margin,

and asset turnover. The model include

Tobin’s q to control for value and growth

�rms. In an alternative speci�cation, the

model also include cash and leverage as

controls. Indust� �xed e�ects also

included in all regressions.

The result show that �rms with high ES

ratings have higher operating pro�t

margins as well as lower asset turnover.

High ES �rms appear to increase pro�t

margins even as sales decline.

Toward the resiliency hypothesis of ES

�rms, they repeat the regression in the

above model and change the dependent

variable.

In all regression speci�cations, they �nd

that �rms with high ES ratings experience

a decrease in stock return volatility as

compared to other �rms (with 1% or

better signi�cance level). Similarly to the

evidence from stock returns, the economic

magnitude of the ES e�ect increases

when the regressions more clearly isolate

the e�ect of the pandemic on the stock

market.

 

RESULT
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In our tests, we expand the di�erence-in-di�erences

regressions to a triple interaction between Post_COVID,

ES_treatment, and a dummy indicating the �rms in the

top qua�ile of adve�ising expenditures (in columns 1

and 2), and a dummy indicating the �rms in the top

qua�ile of ES investor preference (in columns 3 and 4).
 

We �nd positive estimates of the triple interaction

linked to adve�ising expenditures. Columns 3 to 4 show

positive estimates on the triple interaction of interest

linked to ES investor preference, not statistically

signi�cant. Economically, the point estimate on the ES

investor preference triple interaction is half of the

e�ect estimated in the triple interaction with

adve�ising expenditures.

 

RESULT
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The table repo�s the results of tests of the two

mechanisms of resiliency for stock return volatility.

The author uses the daily price range as a proxy for

volatility.
 

In columns 1 and 2, we �nd negative estimates of the

triple interaction linked to adve�ising expenditures,

which is not statistically signi�cant. In columns 3 and

4, we �nd signi�cantly negative estimates on the

triple interaction of interest linked to ES investor

preference.
 

Overall, the results show a strong e�ect of customer

loyalty on stock returns and of investor ES preference

on the volatility of stock returns.

RESULT
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I choose this a�icle as my key paper since I am interested in studying

the relationship between company ESG ratings and the impact of

covid-19 on company pe�ormance, which is similar to the topic of this

a�icle. This a�icle provided me with assistance in choosing the timing

of the event for conducting event study, and also deepened my

understanding of the impact of the pandemic on the company’s

pe�ormance. In addition, it gives me a number of suggestion on

selecting the variables as well as allows me to understand more clearly

the impact of ESG on the company’s stock return and its volatility.


